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1. Introduction

The extended pragma-dialectical argumentation theory assumes that people engaged in argumentative discourse manoeuvre strategically. “Strategic manoeuvring” refers to the efforts arguers make in argumentative discourse to reconcile rhetorical effectiveness with the maintenance of dialectical standards of reasonableness. In order to not let one objective prevail over the other, the parties try to strike a balance between the different objectives at every discussion stage (confrontation, opening, argumentation and concluding stage) to resolve their differences of opinion. At the end of the 20th century, van Eemeren and Houtlosser (e.g. 1999a) developed the concept of strategic manoeuvring as a means of making the pragma-dialectical argumentation theory more accurate as an analytical tool.

There are three ways in which strategic manoeuvring manifests itself in argumentative discourse: (a) the choices that are made from the topical potential, (b) audience-directed framing of discussion moves and (c) the use of presentational devices. The choice made from the topical potential has to do with the perspective from which the arguer selects his discussion moves (van Eemeren 2010, pp. 96-108). Adaptation to the audience covers the attuning of the discussion moves to audience demand (van Eemeren 2010, pp. 108-118). The exploitation of presentational devices pertains to the communicative means that are used in presenting the discussion moves (van Eemeren 2010, pp. 118-127). Although these three aspects of strategic manoeuvring can be distinguished analytically, in actual argumentative practice they will usually be hard to disentangle.

Van Eemeren (2018, pp. 116-120) makes it clear that although the strategic manoeuvring taking place in an argumentative discourse may result in the occurrence of several separate and independent strategic manoeuvres that are unrelated to each other, in argumentative reality, the strategic manoeuvring may well be carried out according to a largely deliberate design where the various strategic manoeuvres are combined in such a way that they are likely to reinforce one another. If this happens more or less consistently in the discourse, the series of individual strategic
moves involved constitutes an “argumentative strategy,” that is, a coordinated and coherent effort to achieve, dialectically as well as rhetorically, the intended result.¹

When manoeuvring strategically, speakers or writers make an effort to present their discussion moves in a specific way. In all stages of the critical discussion, their presentation of the moves may be assumed to be systematically attuned to achieving the strategic purposes they are aiming for. The wording or stylistic design of a discussion move is often the most important part of its strategic presentation. The analysis of strategic manoeuvring, therefore, has to take due account of the stylistic choices that have been made (van Eemeren 2010, pp. 118-119). The choice of a discussion move, the choice of an audience-directed frame, and the choice of presentational devices are all relevant dimensions in selecting an argumentative strategy. But presentational devices are the instances of its realization and hence of its retrieval in analysis (Fahnestock & Tonnard 2011, p. 104). Thus, the analysis of the stylistic choices in actual argumentative discourse is often the most important basis for identification and analysis of argumentative strategies.

However, if the analysis of stylistic choices in argumentative discourse is to be an adequate method for identifying and analysing argumentative strategies, it will have to be conducted systematically and not on an ad hoc basis. In this article, I aim to show what requirements must be satisfied by a systematic stylistic analysis in the context of the pragma-dialectical argumentation theory (section 3) and will illustrate the results of such an analysis by means of a case study (section 4). But before doing this, I will first look more closely at the concept of argumentative strategy as developed and defined by van Eemeren (2010; 2018) (section 2).

¹ Van Eemeren (2018, pp. 116-117) argues that employing an argumentative strategy involves both coordinating the consecutive strategic manoeuvres that are made and coordinating the choices made in each argumentative manoeuvre as regards the three aspects of strategic manoeuvring. In this article, I concentrate on the first type of coordination with respect to argumentative strategies.
2. Argumentative strategies

As van Eemeren (2010; 2018) correctly observes, it is important to give systematic attention to the various kinds of argumentative strategies, and the distinctions between them, in order to contribute to achieving a profound, realistic, and accurate reconstructive analysis and an adequate evaluation of argumentative discourse. As mentioned above, an argumentative strategy can be defined as a coordinated and coherent set of strategic manoeuvres put forward in argumentative discourse to achieve dialectically as well as rhetorically the result that is aimed for. In the case of a specific discussion (a speech event), of course, this desired result itself is also specific, but it can always be linked in some way to the dialectical and rhetorical dimensions of the four discussion stages distinguished within the pragma-dialectical argumentation theory. Figure 1 (taken from van Eemeren 2018, p. 116) shows the dialectical and rhetorical dimensions for the four discussion stages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Dialectical dimension</th>
<th>Rhetorical dimension</th>
<th>Aspect of topical choice</th>
<th>Aspect of anticipating audience demand</th>
<th>Aspect of presentational choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasonableness</td>
<td>Reasonable definition of difference of opinion</td>
<td>Effective definition of difference of opinion</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective choice of issues and critical responses</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective handling of audience demand</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective use of presentational devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confrontation stage</td>
<td>Reasonable establishment of point of departure</td>
<td>Effective establishment of point of departure</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective choice of procedural and material starting points</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective adjustment of procedural and material starting points to audience</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective presentational design of procedural and material starting points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening stage</td>
<td>Reasonable development of lines of attack and defence</td>
<td>Effective development of lines of attack and defence</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective choice of arguments and criticisms</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective adjustment of arguments and criticisms to audience</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective presentational design of arguments and criticisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argumentation stage</td>
<td>Reasonable statement of results</td>
<td>Effective statement of results</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective choice of conclusion regarding the results</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective adjustment of conclusion regarding the results to audience</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective design of presentation of conclusion regarding the results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concluding stage</td>
<td>Reasonable statement of results</td>
<td>Effective statement of results</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective choice of conclusion regarding the results</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective adjustment of conclusion regarding the results to audience</td>
<td>Reasonable and effective design of presentation of conclusion regarding the results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Reasonableness and effectiveness in argumentative discourse (taken from van Eemeren 2018, p. 116)
Argumentative strategies are highly diverse in nature and are often also highly context-dependent. Specific institutional contexts, such as a court case, a political election debate or a parliamentary debate, for example, require specific argumentative strategies or make it possible to use specific argumentative strategies. But very specific situational characteristics of the context (for example, whether or not the person accused of a crime has already confessed) also require or enable specific argumentative strategies. In addition, argumentative strategies can either be used consistently through all stages of the discussion or in only one discussion stage, or somewhere between these extremes. You can also make a distinction between argumentative strategies that are intended to be effective in persuading the actual opponent in a discussion and those that are intended to be effective in persuading someone other than the actual opponent: a third party that is in fact the speaker’s or writer’s primary audience, as in the case of an election debate between politicians, for example.

Finally, a distinction can also be made between argumentative strategies that are specifically linked to a discussion stage and those that are not and are instead determined more situationally and institutionally. Besides more context-dependent argumentative strategies,\(^2\) there are also specific “confrontational strategies,” “opening strategies,” “argumentational strategies,” and “concluding strategies” (van Eemeren 2010, pp. 46-47; 2018, pp. 116-120).\(^3\)

Although theoretical and empirical studies of argumentative strategies have already resulted in interesting outcomes, further research is needed in order to achieve a profound, realistic and accurate reconstructive analysis and an adequate evaluation of

\(^2\) See van Eemeren (2018, pp. 118-120) for the discussion of a case study where a protagonist consistently uses a context-dependent argumentation strategy (“sustained conciliation”) throughout all the discussion stages.

\(^3\) A number of specific confrontational, opening, argumentational, and concluding strategies are identified in the literature (see e.g. van Eemeren 2010; 2018; van Eemeren & Houtlosser 1999a; Fahnestock & Tonnard 2011; van Poppel 2016; Snoeck Henkemans 2005a; 2008; 2017).

argumentative discourse. One possible research topic could be the way in which argumentative strategies are realized verbally.

3. A linguistic-stylistic analysis of argumentative strategies

Since van Eemeren & Houtlosser introduced the concept of strategic manoeuvring (e.g. van Eemeren & Houtlosser 1999a), interesting work has been carried out within this framework on the linguistic choices arguers make for formulating a discussion move in a reasonable but also effective way. Part of the research regarding the presentation of a discussion move concerns the supposed strategic effects of conspicuous stylistic choices such as figures of speech including metaphors, hyperbole, irony, praeteritio, rhetorical questions, amplification, etc. But, as van Eemeren (2010: 119) and others correctly point out, each stylistic choice—including the less conspicuous or non-conspicuous ones—serves the purpose of framing the argumentative move that is formulated in such a way as to introduce a particular perspective; the language choices at an arguer’s disposal to enhance effectiveness can include virtually any non-exceptional language element (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969). Being aware of the power of seemingly non-exceptional language, the Pragma-Dialecticians have also studied ordinary language devices, as studies analyzing word choice,

---

4 One of the interesting questions is, for example, whether—and, if so, how—reasonable argumentative strategies can be distinguished from fallacious ones. Unfortunately, it is not possible within the scope of this article to explore this here (but see van Haaften in preparation, “How to argue reasonably and effectively with style in Dutch”).

5 Discussion moves can also be presented using a combination of verbal and visual means (multimodal presentation) or by visual means alone (e.g. Tseronis 2017). Tseronis argues convincingly that an empirically adequate description and explanation of argumentative reality must also include studying the use of semiotic modes other than the verbal and studying the way these modes combine in acts of arguing in support of a standpoint. In this article, however, I concentrate on the verbal presentation of argumentative strategies.


sentence structure and idiomatic expressions show. In general, there is a growing body of literature offering a linguistically informed account of strategic linguistic choices in argumentation. Much of this literature is concerned with the question of how the semantic and pragmatic properties of—often conspicuous—words, idiomatic expressions, figures of speech, and categories of these, make them particularly appropriate in specific argumentative contexts.

An important and not unexpected conclusion that can be drawn from this kind of research is that generally there is an absence of one-to-one correspondence between a specific stylistic device and a specific strategic argumentative effect. A specific stylistic device can be used to achieve different strategic argumentative effects, and vice versa, a specific strategic argumentative effect can be achieved by choosing different stylistic devices. The relation between a certain specific presentational choice in designing an argumentative move and the strategic use of that argumentative move can only be established in the analysis of a specific speech event or a series of specific speech events in relation to their (institutional, situational and textual) context.

As I mentioned previously, discussion move choices, audience-directed frames, and presentational devices are all relevant dimensions in the selection of an argumentative strategy, but presentational devices in general and stylistic choices in particular are the aspects of its realization and hence of its retrieval in analysis. It is therefore necessary to apply a systematic method of stylistic analysis as part of the analysis of strategic manoeuvring. More specifically, I would like to argue that we should choose the so-called “linguistic-stylistic analysis” as part of the analysis of strategic manoeuvring (see also van Haaften & van Leeuwen 2018).

The basic assumption of the linguistic-stylistic approach is that language users almost always have a choice when describing a phenomenon or a state of affairs; this kind of alternative wording

---

7 E.g. Boogaart (2013); Jansen (2009; 2011; 2016; 2017); Jansen, Dingemanse & Persoon (2011); Tseronis, (2009); van Eemeren & Houtlosser (1999a,b; 2000a; 2002); van Haaften (2017); van Haaften & van Leeuwen (2018); Zarefsky (2006).
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is considered to be a matter of “style.” 8 Furthermore, it is assumed that stylistic variants are not interchangeable semantically. Hence, cases that are stylistically “neutral” simply do not exist. This assumption is adopted from the framework of Cognitive Linguistics and more specifically from the work of Ronald W. Langacker. Langacker (e.g. 1990) argues convincingly that the semantics of a grammatical form (a sentence, a phrase, a word) consist of two equally important components: a) the object to which the grammatical form refers and b) the way that object is conceptualised by the speaker, that is, the way the speaker wants the hearer to see the object; her/his “construal” of the object:

A speaker who accurately observes the spatial distribution of certain stars can describe them in many distinct fashions: as a constellation, as a cluster of stars, as specks of light in the sky, etc. Such expressions are semantically distinct; they reflect the speaker’s alternate construals of the scene, each compatible with its objectively given properties (Langacker, 1990, p. 61).

Therefore, according to this assumption, different grammatical forms are related to distinct construals and thus to distinct meanings, even if they encode the same propositional content. Within the linguistic-stylistic approach, stylistic variants are considered to be grammatical forms with the same propositional content but with different construals (cf. Stukker & Verhagen 2019). This holds for conspicuous stylistic variants (e.g. “inheritance tax” and “death tax”) but also for less conspicuous or non-conspicuous ones (e.g. “husband” and “spouse”). In this sense, each stylistic choice can serve the purpose of framing the argumentative move that is formulated in such a way as to introduce a particular perspective.

The linguistic-stylistic method is further characterised by three methodological principles: 1) using a checklist of linguistic categories, 2) working comparatively, and 3) establishing specific communicative or interactional effects based on a semantic and pragmatic analysis of language forms used in the discourse (cf.

8 In a recent article, van Eemeren (2019) explores “the complex notion of argumentative style” theoretically. However, van Eemeren’s (2019) notion of argumentative style encompasses much more than the choice of a particular verbal presentation and therefore differs from the notion of style used here.

The use of a stylistic checklist has been suggested at various times in linguistic and rhetorical approaches to style (cf. van Leeuwen 2015, pp. 26-28 and Stukker & Verhagen 2019, pp. 59-87 for an overview) and its added value lies in its heuristic function. A checklist can be designed in several different ways. The checklist formulated by Leech and Short (2007), for instance, in the context of their proposal for a systematic style analysis is primarily linguistic in nature; that is to say, it consists mainly of linguistic categories (see the Appendix). This checklist has two heuristic advantages. Firstly, the analyst is “forced” by this checklist to include a wide variation of stylistic devices in her/his analysis, including the less conspicuous or non-conspicuous ones. Secondly, the checklist also automatically directs the analyst’s attention to grammatical-stylistic features; the list makes explicit that stylistic features occur at all “levels” of a text including at the grammatical level. The checklist is, therefore, an important tool to identify stylistic devices (cf. van Leeuwen 2014, pp. 237-238).

Even so, the list is not a panacea. Working systematically through the checklist reduces the risk of overlooking pertinent stylistic devices, but it cannot remove this risk completely (cf. van Leeuwen 2014, p. 238). For one thing, the checklist is not exhaustive. A complete list would result in an instrument whose length would make it unmanageable in analytical practice. Furthermore, when identifying stylistic features in discourse, the analyst needs to be on the lookout not only for the presence of stylistic devices but also for their absence. Thus, style is not just a matter of using certain stylistic devices but, equally, of avoiding a particular kind of phrasing. And even when a checklist is used, identifying stylis-

---

9 Leech & Short (2007) developed their method, including the checklist, for the analysis of English fictional prose. However, their method is applicable not only to fictional prose (and other fictional genres) but also to non-fictional discourse genres. In general, the linguistic-stylistic approach assumes that style is a universal communicative phenomenon and that the method for style analysis with a linguistic foundation can be applied in all communicative domains because it is based on the semantic construal component of linguistic forms in a specific discourse in a specific language (cf. Stukker & Verhagen 2019).
tic devices remains a partly intuitive process based on the knowledge of one or more analysts. If several analysts are involved in the stylistic analysis, then the analysis is naturally also more intersubjective.

It is therefore important to not only use a checklist for identifying stylistic devices but also to proceed by comparison. The possibly relevant presence or absence of stylistic devices in a certain piece of discourse is more easily brought to light if the analyst compares it to another relevant piece of discourse that is expressed in the same (discussion) context, for example, or that the analyst has created specially as a comparative criterion in the analysis. This manner of working reduces the risk of the analyst overlooking pertinent stylistic devices as does systematically running through a checklist. The outcome of using a checklist and working comparatively is a list of numerous linguistic phenomena that can be relevant for the stylistic analysis of a particular discourse.¹⁰

The core of the linguistic-stylistic method is the semantic and pragmatic analysis of language forms identified in the discourse with a view to establishing the specific communicative or interactional effects (cf. Leech & Short 2007 and Verhagen & Stukker 2019), which obviously presupposes a certain amount of linguistic background knowledge—behind every category mentioned in the checklist is a whole “world” of linguistics. The categories mentioned in the checklist are often not directly applicable in the analysis of the discourse; they need to be “translated.” For example, the analyst needs to translate an abstract category like “suffixes” into a concrete stylistic phenomenon in the discourse, such as “plural,” and then needs to analyse the communicative effect(s) of plurals in the specific discourse on the basis of their semantics and pragmatics.

In order to integrate a systematic linguistic-stylistic analysis of argumentative discourse into a general pragma-dialectical analysis, the following methodological steps are necessary (cf. van Haaften & van Leeuwen 2018). Firstly, the argumentative discourse has to

---

¹⁰ See van Leeuwen (2015, pp. 36-39 and chapter 3) and Stukker & Verhagen (2019, pp. 59-87) for a more detailed discussion of the methodology for using a linguistic checklist in stylistic analysis of fictional and non-fictional discourse.
be reconstructed in an analytic overview of the four discussion stages: the confrontation stage, the opening stage, the argumentation stage and the concluding stage. As part of this reconstruction, the specific dialectical and rhetorical aims of each discussion stage in the speech event(s) have to be determined. Secondly, strategic stylistic choices must be identified systematically. In the first phase of this stylistic analysis—the bottom-up analysis—specific stylistic devices are charted on the basis of working comparatively with the checklist. This analysis will result in a list of stylistic choices for the argumentative discourse that are assumed to be used in some form or another to manoeuvre strategically. In the second phase of the stylistic analysis, the obtained list of initial stylistic findings must be further reduced in a top-down analysis, given that our interest in conducting the analysis lies in the question of what stylistic devices are used strategically for the reconstruction of the goals envisaged by a speaker or writer. We must therefore establish or plausibly justify, for each of the stylistic devices identified in the bottom-up analysis, that (and how) they contribute to achieving the reconstructed strategic goals. This can be done by determining the (presumed) effect of the identified stylistic devices on the basis of semantic and pragmatic analysis of the language forms.

Finally, we must investigate whether argumentative strategies can be found within one or more discussion stages or within the discussion as a whole. In other words, we must check for the presence of coordinated stylistic choices in designing individual strategic manoeuvres to influence the result of a particular stage of the resolution process or the discussion as a whole. As I have already mentioned, I believe that one of the most important aims of a systematic linguistic-stylistic analysis of argumentative discourse is the identification and analysis of argumentative strategies. To achieve this, however, the analyst must first analyze the individual strategic manoeuvres, their presentational design, and the strategic effect of their presentational design. Following this, an analysis can be made of whether, and in what way, individual
strategic manoeuvres contribute to one or more argumentative strategies.\textsuperscript{11}

4. An illustration: an argumentative strategy employed in the Dutch Lower House

As observed earlier, the approach to the linguistic-stylistic analysis of argumentative strategies in argumentative discourse described above can not only be applied to a specific discussion or parts thereof (a speech event) but can also be used to identify and analyze argumentative strategies that are systematically employed in one or more corpora of several different discussions. To illustrate this, I will look in detail at one of the argumentative strategies used very frequently by the Dutch MP Mr Geert Wilders in debates in the Dutch Lower House.\textsuperscript{12}

Mr Wilders is the leader of the Partij voor de Vrijheid (PVV, Party for Freedom), a populist political party on the extreme right which focuses on a single issue in its political programme: the danger of the Islamization of Dutch society. This party has held seats in the Dutch parliament since 2006 and has been quite successful in elections for the Dutch Lower House since then.

Wilders is not just well known for what he says but also attracts considerable attention with the way he puts his message into words. On the one hand, he is criticized for using expressions like “bonkers,” “insane,” and “raving mad” to characterize his opponents in parliamentary debates and in Dutch society as well as receiving criticism for using fallacies like \textit{argumentum ad bacu-}

\textsuperscript{11} In my view, integrating linguistic-stylistic analysis and pragma-dialectics is not only of instrumental value—at least if you start out from style analysis based on cognitive linguistics combined with the assumption of “argumentativity” (radical or otherwise) of natural language (Ducrot 2009; Stukker & Verhagen 2019; Verhagen 2007)—but, as I see it, the theory on argumentative semantics and mental spaces elaborated in this approach can also make a significant theoretical contribution to the further development of thinking on strategic manoeuvring. It is not possible within the scope of this article to go into more detail here (but see van Haaften in preparation, “How to argue reasonably and effectively with style in Dutch”).

\textsuperscript{12} The stylistic analysis reported in this section was performed in collaboration with Maarten van Leeuwen.
lum, argumentum ad hominem, argumentum ad populum, false analogy, secundum quid, slippery slope, straw man, falsely presenting something as a common starting point, evading the burden of proof and falsely presenting a standpoint or a premise as self-evident. On the other hand, he is able to formulate his standpoints very clearly as illustrated by the fact that in 2007 he won a “plain language award” from the Dutch National Youth Council.

Wilders’ way of debating has therefore raised many questions and meta-political and meta-communicative discussions among citizens, journalists, opinion makers, and members of parliament about the nature of debate in the Dutch Lower House, and what kinds of contributions to a parliamentary debate are admissible or reasonable in the broadest sense. In general, it is quite clear that Wilders uses argumentative strategies that are at odds with the argumentative strategies used by most other members of the Dutch parliament. But in what way exactly and to what end?

In order to investigate the argumentative strategies used in parliamentary debates by Wilders and by other members of the Dutch parliament, a comparative analysis of their respective strategic language choices was made by applying the integrated argumentative and linguistic-stylistic analysis method explained above to a corpus of debates. The analysis revealed that Wilders uses several argumentative strategies, but a preferred and important discussion strategy he systematically employs is: “looking for confronta-

13 The corpus of debates was taken from the official Proceedings (in Dutch: Handelingen) of the Dutch Lower House via zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl (last accessed on 3 May 2017). The corpus consists of plenary debates during the period 2006-2017. A random selection of debates from this corpus was analyzed using the version of Leech & Short’s checklist adapted for Dutch by van Leeuwen (2015, pp. 29-32).
14 For a more detailed analysis of the argumentative strategies employed by Wilders in the Dutch Lower House, see van Haaften (2017). Wilders’ presentational choices have been the object of study by other scholars as well but from different perspectives. Tonnard (2011), for example, gives a very interesting analysis of Wilders’ strategic manoeuvring to get an issue that is a priority for his party on the table in a parliamentary debate; she also gives a detailed analysis from this perspective of Wilders’ presentational choices. Van Leeuwen (2015) provides a very thorough analysis of Wilders’ stylistic choices from the perspective of linguistic analysis but without establishing a link with argumentation.
tion by offering little or no room to exchange arguments about standpoints or sub-standpoints.” This ensures that the debate gets little further than the confrontation of standpoints or sub-standpoints, rather than progressing to a full exchange of arguments so that the discussion remains “stuck” either in the confrontation stage or at the very beginning of the argumentation stage. Apart from the attitude adopted by Wilders in so-called “interruption debates,” in which he regularly responds with “you can think that” or “then that is unfortunate,” which instantly kills the debate, he also offers very little room for discussion in the way he formulates his standpoints and arguments. He does this by employing specific linguistic means which present his (sub)standpoints as self-evident or as indisputable facts, discourage further debate, or make it possible to use unclear language in a misleading way. Those linguistic means are as follows:

- The relative absence of subordinate clauses
- The use of the extremes of a semantic scale
- The use of the definite article ‘the’
- The use of implicitness

The following section will illustrate which patterns of stylistic choices correspond with this argumentative strategy.

**4.1. The relative absence of subordinate clauses**

A characteristic of Wilders’ language use is the relative absence—in comparison to the argumentative language use of other representatives—of sentence structures with subordinate clauses. If you use a main clause with a subordinate clause, you often present your standpoint not as a fact but as an opinion, which offers room for discussion—an opening for other views or opinions about the same question. In a main clause plus subordinate clause, you generally present a particular point of view on the issue. Wilders’ language use, by contrast, is characterised by the absence of this type of construction. Instead, he presents his (sub)standpoints as
self-evident, as facts, which offers little or no room for discussion. Excerpt (1) illustrates this.¹⁵

(1) Madam Speaker, the Koran is a book that incites to violence. I remind the House that the distribution of such texts is unlawful according to Article 132 of our Penal Code. In addition, the Koran incites to hatred and calls for murder and mayhem; (…). The Koran is therefore a highly dangerous book; a book which is completely against our legal order and our democratic institutions. In this light, it is an absolute necessity that the Koran be banned for the defence and reinforcement of our civilization and our constitutional state. (…)

4.2. Use of the extremes of a semantic scale

Unlike many other Dutch politicians, Wilders often speaks in superlatives. He uses verbs and nouns that evoke strong emotions, often accompanied by adverbs and adjectives that also fall at the extreme end of a semantic scale (i.e. hyperbole). Excerpt (2) illustrates this:

(2) The Party for Freedom calls for a halt to immigration. The borders completely closed to immigrants from Muslim countries for five years. (…) After a hundred days, this Cabinet is already the world champion in the reasoning away of vitally important problems in Dutch society.

Speaking in superlatives makes it difficult to hold a “reasonable” discussion about the issues that Wilders raises. It is instantly all or nothing; he offers no room for a middle way.

4.3. Definite articles

Wilders speaks systematically about “the Dutch citizens,” “the Islam,” “the elite,” etc. In so doing, he uses apparently univocal clearly demarcated categories, which offers no room for a discussion about the diversity found within such a group or phenomenon and which are often also expressions of overhasty generalization. Excerpt (3) illustrates this:

¹⁵ The excerpts (1) to (4) below are taken from the random selection of debates from a larger corpus of debates, see footnote 13; the translation of the excerpts from Dutch into English is mine.

The majority of the Dutch citizens have become fully aware of the danger, and regard the Islam as a threat to our culture. (...) However, their representatives in The Hague are doing precisely nothing. (…)

4.4. Implicitness

With some regularity, and relatively more than his fellow representatives, Wilders formulates his standpoints in an implicit way. In these cases, he does not make his standpoint explicit but merely creates the suggestion that he adopts a certain standpoint. This can be seen in the following excerpt:

Mr Wilders: “However, even established political parties are waking up. This is something new. Christian Democrats in Germany are starting to understand it more and more. (...) The party leader of the CSU, Horst Seehofer, actually goes even further. He wants a complete halt to the immigration of Turks and Arabs to Germany. (...) He says: “multiculti is dead.” Even the German Chancellor, Mrs Merkel, says that the multicultural society has proved to be an absolute failure. Not a slight failure, but an absolute failure. If she says that, it is saying quite a lot. (…)

Mrs Halsema (GreenLeft): You are saying: Islam does not belong in our country. At least, that is what I assume.

Mr Wilders: No, I did not say that.

Mrs Halsema: No, but you quote German politicians and I assume that this is what you mean.

Mr Wilders: No, I only quoted them.

Mrs Halsema: Are you now standing there, quoting all those German politicians because they are so brave and dare to say all that, and then conclude that you do not dare to say it yourself?

Mr Wilders: I used a quotation, nothing more.

In this example, Wilders creates the suggestion that he thinks Islam does not belong in the Netherlands. Not making that standpoint explicit can also be seen as a linguistic choice that makes it
difficult for his political opponents to engage in debate with him on this position. Because Wilders formulates his standpoint so implicitly, he offers less room for discussion than if he were to state this standpoint explicitly. He uses this device, in fact, to try to evade his burden of proof. Moreover, it offers him the opportunity to adopt a “victim position”—along the lines of: “a standpoint is being foisted onto me”—so that he can easily accuse the other party of committing a variant of the straw man fallacy.

Thus, the comparison between the stylistic choices of Wilders and those of other members of parliament reveals substantial differences. Other members of parliament use more subordinate clauses, avoid over-use of the extremes on the semantic scale, and make less use of the definite article “the” and of implicitness as a way to avoid further discussion. In general, other representatives formulate their strategic manoeuvres in such a way as to express willingness to exchange arguments about their (sub)standpoints. They also anticipate doubt about their standpoints or arguments and express willingness to defend them. More so than Wilders, they exhibit willingness to discuss the merits of an issue. Probably because of this, they use mitigating words and phrases more often than intensifying ones, more abstract than concrete nouns, and more jargon.

5. Conclusion

My aim in this article was to show how argumentative strategies in argumentative discourse can be identified and analysed using a systematic linguistic-stylistic analysis within a pragma-dialectic perspective. It is important to identify and analyze argumentative strategies because they contribute to the persuasive power of argumentative discourse and substantially determine the course taken by a discussion. Therefore, systematic attention should be given to the various kinds of argumentative strategies and the distinctions between them in order to achieve a profound, realistic and accurate reconstructive analysis and an adequate evaluation of argumentative discourse.

The initial starting point for identifying argumentative strategies is the analysis of presentational devices and especially lin-
guistic devices. Choice of discussion moves, audience-directed frames, and presentational devices are all relevant dimensions in the selection of an argumentative strategy but presentational devices in general and strategic stylistic choices in particular are the points of its realisation and hence of its retrieval in analysis. It is necessary to apply a systematic method of stylistic analysis for the identification and analysis of argumentative strategies. More specifically, I have argued that for this a linguistic-stylistic method is the best option.

Nevertheless, as I noted earlier, the linguistic-stylistic method is not a panacea. Going systematically through the checklist, for example, reduces the risk of overlooking pertinent stylistic devices and their systematic relation to other devices, but it cannot eliminate this risk completely (cf. Van Leeuwen 2014: 238). For one thing, the checklist is not exhaustive. A complete list would result in an instrument whose length would make it unmanageable in analytical practice. In addition, the method presupposes a great deal of linguistic background knowledge; behind every category mentioned in the checklist, there hides a whole “world” of linguistics. This may hamper the linguistic-stylistic analysis because the categories mentioned in the checklist are often not directly applicable to the analysis of specific discourses. For instance, category A1 in the checklist proposed by Leech & Short (2007) (see the Appendix) directs the analyst to search for the use of “specific types of vocabulary,” among other things. This helped to identify Wilders’ strategic use of extremes on a semantic scale (see section 4.2), but the “translation” from an abstract category like “specific types of vocabulary” to a concrete stylistic phenomenon like “extreme on a semantic scale” is something that the analyst needs to do herself/himself based on linguistic knowledge. However, this is a problem of stylistic research in general, and even without the use of a linguistic checklist, the problem would still exist. Thus, all in all, the linguistic-stylistic method does not provide a panacea for identifying and analyzing argumentative strategies; it does not reduce this to a relatively uncomplicated activity. Yet I hope, nonetheless, to have shown that this method can provide a valuable contribution to identifying and analyzing argumentative strategies in a systematic way.

Appendix

A checklist of linguistic and stylistic categories (Leech and Short 2007)

A: Lexical categories

1. GENERAL. Is the vocabulary simple or complex? Formal or colloquial? Descriptive or evaluative? General or specific? How far does the writer make use of the emotive and other associations of words, as opposed to their referential meaning? Does the text contain idiomatic phrases or notable collocations, and if so, with what kind of dialect or register are these idioms or collocations associated? Is there any use of rare or specialized vocabulary? Are any particular morphological categories noteworthy (e.g. compound words, words with particular suffixes)? To what semantic fields do words belong?

2. NOUNS. Are the nouns abstract or concrete? What kinds of abstract nouns occur (e.g. nouns referring to events, perceptions, processes, moral qualities, social qualities)? What use is made of proper names? Collective nouns?


4. VERBS. Do the verbs carry an important part of the meaning? Are they stative (referring to states) or dynamic (referring to actions, events, etc.)? Do they ‘refer’ to movements, physical acts, speech acts, psychological states or activities, perceptions, etc.? Are they transitive, intransitive, linking (intensive), etc.? Are they factive or non-factive?

5. ADVERBS. Are adverbs frequent? What semantic functions do they perform (manner, place, direction, time, degree, etc.)? Is there any significant use of sentence adverbs (conjuncts such
as so, therefore, however; disjuncts such as certainly, obviously, frankly)?

**B: Grammatical categories**

1. **SENTENCE TYPES.** Does the author use only statements (declarative sentences), or do questions, commands, exclamations or minor sentence types (such as sentences with no verb) also occur in the text? If these other types appear, what is their function?

2. **SENTENCE COMPLEXITY.** Do sentences on the whole have a simple or complex structure? What is the average sentence length (in number of words)? What is the ratio of dependent to independent clauses? Does complexity vary strikingly from one sentence to another? Is complexity mainly due to (i) coordination, (ii) subordination, or (iii) parataxis (juxtaposition of clauses or other equivalent structures)? In what parts of a sentence does complexity tend to occur? For instance, is there any notable occurrence of anticipatory structure (e.g. of complex subjects preceding the verbs, of dependent clauses preceding the subject of a main clause)?

3. **CLAUSE TYPES.** What types of dependent clause are favored: relative clauses, adverbial clauses, different types of nominal clauses (that-clauses, wh-clauses, etc.)? Are reduced or non-finite clauses commonly used and, if so, of what type are they (infinitive clauses, -ing clauses, -ed clauses, verbless clauses)?

4. **CLAUSE STRUCTURE.** Is there anything significant about clause elements (e.g. frequency of objects, complements, adverbials; of transitive or intransitive verb constructions)? Are there any unusual orderings (initial adverbials, fronting of object of complement, etc.)? Do special kinds of clause construction occur (such as those with preparatory it or there)?

5. **NOUN PHRASES.** Are they relatively simple or complex? Where does the complexity lie (in premodification by adjec-
tives, nouns, etc., or in postmodification by prepositional phrases, relative clauses, etc.? Note occurrence of listings (e.g. sequences of adjectives), coordination or apposition.

6. VERB PHRASES. Are there any significant departures from the use of the simple past tense? For example, notice occurrences and functions of the present tense; of the progressive aspect (e.g. was lying); of the perfective aspect (e.g. has/had appeared); of modal auxiliaries (e.g. can, must, would, etc.) Look out for phrasal verbs and how they are used.

7. OTHER PHRASE TYPES. Is there anything to be said about other phrase types: prepositional phrases, adverb phrases, adjective phrases?

8. WORD CLASSES. Having already considered major or lexical word classes, we may here consider minor word classes (‘function words’): prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, determiners, auxiliaries, interjections. Are particular words of these types used for particular effect (e.g. the definite or indefinite article; first person pronouns I, we, etc.; demonstratives such as this and that; negative words such as not, nothing, no)?

9. GENERAL. Note here whether any general types of grammatical construction are used to special effect; e.g. comparative or superlative constructions; coordinative or listing constructions; parenthetical constructions; appended or interpolated structures such as occur in casual speech. Do lists and coordinations (e.g. lists of nouns) tend to occur with two, three or more than three members? Do the coordinations, unlike the standard construction with one conjunction (sun, moon and stars), tend to omit conjunctions (sun, moon, stars) or have more than one conjunction (sun and moon and stars)?

C: Figures of speech, etc.

Here we consider the incidence of features which are foregrounded by virtue of departing in some way from general norms of communication by means of the language code; for example, exploita-
tion code. For identifying such features, the traditional figures of speech (schemes and tropes) are often useful categories.

1. **GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL.** Are there any cases of formal and structural repetition (anaphora, parallelism, etc.) or of mirror-image patterns (chiasmus)? Is the rhetorical effect of these one of antithesis, reinforcement, climax, anticlimax, etc.?

2. **PHONOLOGICAL SCHEMES.** Are there any phonological patterns of thyme, alliteration, assonance, etc.? Are there any salient rhythmical patterns? Do vowel and consonant sounds pattern or cluster in particular ways? How do these phonological features interact with meaning?

3. **TROPES.** Are there any obvious violations of, or departures from, the linguistic code? For example, are there any neologisms (such as Americanly)? Deviant lexical collocations (such as portentous infants)? Semantic, syntactic, phonological, or graphological deviations? Such deviations (although they can occur in everyday speech and writing) will often be the clue to special interpretations associated with traditional poetic figures of speech such as metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, paradox and irony. If such tropes occur, what kind of special interpretation is involved (e.g. metaphors can be classified as personifying animising, concretising, synaesthetic, etc.)? Because of its close connection with metaphor, simile may also be considered here. Does the text contain any similes, or similar constructions (e.g. ‘as if’ constructions)? What dissimilar semantic fields are related through simile?

**D: Context and cohesion**

- Cohesion: ways in which one part of a text is linked to another (the internal organisation of the text).

- Context: the external relations of a text or a part of a text, seeing it as a discourse presupposing a social relation between its participants (author and reader; character and character, etc.), and a sharing by participants of knowledge and assumptions.

1. COHESION. Does the text contain logical or other links between sentences (e.g. coordinating conjunctions, or linking adverbials)? Or does it tend to rely on implicit connections of meaning? What sort of use is made of cross-reference by pronouns (she, it, they, etc.)? By substitute forms (do, so, etc.), or ellipsis? Alternatively, is any use made of elegant variation – the avoidance of repetition by the substitution of a descriptive phrase (as, for example, ‘the old lawyer’ or ‘her uncle’ may substitute for the repetition of an earlier ‘Mr Jones’)? Are meaning connections reinforced by repetition of words and phrases, or by repeatedly using words from the same semantic field?

2. CONTEXT. Does the writer address the reader directly, or through the words or thoughts of some fictional character? What linguistic clues (e.g. first-person pronouns I, me, my, mine) are there of the addressee-addressed subject? If a character’s words or thoughts are represented, is this done by direct quotation (direct speech), or by some other method (e.g. indirect speech)? Are there significant changes of style according to who is supposedly speaking or thinking the words on the page?
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